
New book from Steve Biddulph

Psychologist Steve Biddulph, author of 
the multi-million best-selling Raising 
Boys and ACCM patron, has a new book 
out. According to Melinda Tankard Reist 
writing on her own website, the book was 
written in response to Steve’s realization, 
5 years ago of a sudden decline in the 
mental health of girls. Steve kept hearing 
sad stories about his friends’ daughters 
and finding himself talking to parents who 
were in despair about how unhappy their 
girls were - with resulting eating disorders, 
self-harm, and depression.

He decided to write a guidebook - Raising 
Girls: From babyhood to womanhood – helping 
your daughter to grow up wise, warm and 
strong – which has reached no.2 on UK 
Amazon’s charts.

Steve argues that girls have to be proactively 
launched into healthy womanhood. He 
gives parents a map for building strength 
and connectedness through the five stages 
of girlhood: being secure, learning to 
explore, relating to other people, finding 
your soul, and taking charge of your life.

What surprised him most in the writing of 
the book, Steve told Melinda, was the way 
the world comes at girls, telling them that 
looks are all that matter, that sex is just 
something to trade and that you can’t just 

be loved for yourself. He feels that girls 
have lost four years of childhood peace and 
development and are being prematurely 
forced out of childhood. 

In his book, Steve identifies four main 
harms to girls – sexualisation, body image, 
alcohol abuse, and bullying.

He urges parents to give their children 
time, arguing that parenting is a full-time 
activity and that if we spend our whole 
time rushing we are unable to connect with 
our children and they feel unimportant. 
He says that girls need to be nourished 
physically, spiritually and emotionally, to 
help build resilience and be able to navigate 
their way through a tough world.

He also calls for regulatory bodies to 
stop marketing aimed at children and to 
control the alcohol, junk food, fashion, and 
porn industries so that they don’t target 
children. 

http://melindatankardreist.com/2013/01/
s t o p - s e l l i n g - o u t - o u r - d a u g h t e r s -
potential-steve-biddulph-on-raising-
girls/

http://www.stevebiddulph.com/Site_1/
Raising_Girls.html

News from the Australian 
Classification Board
Ms Lesley O’Brien, formerly Deputy 
Director of the Classification Board has 
recently become its new Director. She has 
over 25 years’ experience as a journalist and 
publishing manager in the media industry 
and has been closely involved with the 
community, writing and reporting on local 
news, events and people. 

Ms O’Brien worked for eight years as 
a Senior Executive at the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation, most recently 
as General Manager of ABC Publishing 
(Books, Magazines and Audio). She 
previously held various roles in lifestyle 
magazine publishing including editor, 
writer and chief sub-editor. Ms O’Brien 
is also a published book author and was 
commissioned to write a biography of 
Australia’s first saint, Mary MacKillop, 
published by CollinsDove in 1994. 

 

For more information on Ms O’Brien and 
other members of the Board see:

 http://www.classification.gov.au/

In other news from the Classification Board, 
an R18+ video game rating has come into 
effect across Australia after a deal between 
the states and the Commonwealth last 
year. The rating took effect on 1 January 
this year and the change means some 
games that were previously unavailable to 
adults can go on sale, whereas others that 
can be accessed by children may, if they are 
reclassified, may become restricted. 

The Director of the Classification Board, Ms 
Lesley O’Brien announced on 11 January 
that Ninja Gaiden 3: Razor’s Edge was the 
first computer game in Australia to be 
classified R 18+ .  The Classification Board 
classified the game R 18+ (Restricted) with 
consumer advice of ‘High impact bloody 
violence’. According to kotaku.com.au, the 
second game to receive the classification, 
also for high level violence, was Spartacus 
legends

http://www.classification.gov.au
http://www.kotaku.com.au/2013/01/
and-the-number-two-r18-game-goes-to/

McDonald’s warned for 
spamming
According to the mumbrella website, 
McDonald’s has received a formal warning 
from the Australian Communications and 
Media Authority for involving young 
customers in sending spam through its 
Happy Meal website.
 
Using the ‘send to friends’ facility which 
promoted games and other features on 
the HappyMeal site, emails could be sent 
to friends of users without ensuring the 
friends’ consent. The messages did not 
have an unsubscribe facility, as required 
by the Spam Act.
 
Since the warning was issued by ACMA, 
McDonald’s has removed the ‘send to 
friends’ facility from the website.

http://mumbrella.com.au/mcdonalds-
receives-warning-from-media-watch-
dog-for-spamming-131477
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The new R18+ for games regime:  
How is it progressing?

Since January 1, the revised guidelines for the 
classification of computer games have been 
applied to all new applications. 
 
What’s been the outcome?  Have the new criteria 
for MA15+, and the new R18+ classification 
resulted in the better protections for children?

Have the 50 most violent games played by 
children under 15 yrs been reclassified as 
promised by the former Minister for Home 
Affairs Brendan O’Connor? 
 
After all, these outcomes are what gamers and 
the games industry argued for for so long.  (Of 
course we argued for those too, but saw the 
needs of children and the expectations of parents 
somewhat differently from the industry. )
 
During January, two games have been classified 
R18+. They are Ninja Gaiden 3: Razor’s Edge and 
Spartacus Legends.
 
And as at January 31, seven new games have 
been classified MA15+. What is of interest is 
that some of these games have been given 18+ 
classifications by PEGI (the European widely 
used games classification system) or the British 
Board of Films Censors. It is a different system to 
ours, but the differences raise serious questions 
as to whether the revised MA15+ criteria are 

going to produce much change here.  

The newly classified MA15+ titles 
are Lucius (given 18+ by PEGI for 
extreme violence); Gears of War: 
Judgement (given 17+ in US); The 
Walking Dead and Walking Dead:
survival instinct( both given 18+ by 
PEGI); God Mode (not found o’seas); 
Castlevania: Lords of shadow (16 in US); and Defiance 
(T in US) . 

The new MA15+ criteria for violence read: 

Violence should be justified by context. 
Strong and realistic violence should not be 
frequent or unduly repetitive. 
Sexual violence, implied or otherwise, is not 
permitted.

 and for R18+ criteria for violence are:

Violence is permitted. High impact violence 
that is, in context, frequently gratuitous, 
exploitative and offensive to a reasonable 
adult will not be permitted.
Actual sexual violence is not permitted.
Implied sexual violence that is visually 
depicted, interactive, not justified by context 
or related to incentives or rewards is not 
permitted.

We’ll be watching closely to see how this all works 
out, and whether it really benefits children. 

•
•

•

•

•
•
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Guidelines for a healthier year
 

These general guidelines for parents from the 
US Center on Media and Child Health address 
the five key factors influencing whether and how 
media affects child health. Parents are urged to 
remember the acronym M.E.D.I.A. as they strive 
to help their families make smart choices and 
build healthy habits in 2013.
 
The five factors are:
 

Message: Choose media content that 
teaches healthy and accurate lessons.  

Environment: Keep screens in common 
areas of the house, co-view, & discuss.  
 
Developmental Stage: Match the individual 
child’s interests, skills, & vulnerabilities. 

Information: Continuously question, create, 
& learn about media.  

Amount: Limit media use to 2 hours a day 
(for children 2-17), then focus on gains. 

For more information, including some new year 
resolutions for a healthier media year, go to the 
Center on Media and Child Health website: 

http://www.cmch.tv/

•

•

•

•

•

Advertisement banned for violence

According to the mumbrella website, an outdoor 
advertisement for a Sydney graphic design 
agency has been banned for using an excessively 
violent image.

 
The advertisement for RJ Graphics features a man 
being punched in the face and the line ‘Design 
for impact!’ It appeared on the back of Sydney 
buses. The Advertising Standards Board said 
that the ad was was not justifiable in the context 
of the service being advertised, particularly in 
the context of a recent death from a”king hit” in 
Sydney.

The ASB noted that “while the overall 
presentation of the man being punched is of a 
slapstick nature in that he is wearing a bow tie 
and his glasses are askew, in the board’s view 
this slapstick nature is overridden by the fact 
that the punch is realistic and the man’s reaction 
does not appear to be positive.”
 
Positively, the fact that the image was likely to 
seen by children was also considered important.

h t t p : / / m u m b r e l l a . c o m . a u / a d - f o r - s y d n e y -
design-firm-banned-for-portrayal-of-violence-
136156?utm_source=DailyNewsletter&utm
_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily-30-01-
2013&utm_content=ContinueReading
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ADVERTISING
Jones, SC; Gregory, P; Kervin, L (2012)
Branded food references in children’s 
magazines: ‘advertisements’ are the tip 
of the iceberg.
Pediatric Obesity, Vol. 7, No. 3, Pp220-229

Charry, KM; Demoulin, NTM (2012)
Behavioral evidence for the 
effectiveness of threat appeals in the 
promotion of healthy food to children.
Int Journal of Advertising, Vol. 31, No. 4, 
Pp773-794

Grohs, R; Wagner, U; Steiner, R (2012)
An investigation of children’s ability 
to identify sponsors and understand 
sponsorship intentions.
Psychology & Marketing, Vol. 29, No. 11, 
Pp907-917

Opree, SJ; Buijzen, M; Valkenburg, PM 
(2012)
Lower life satisfaction related to 
materialism in children frequently 
exposed to advertising.
Pediatrics, Vol. 130, No. 3, PpE486-E491

Kotler, JA; Schiffman, JM; Hanson, KG 
(2012)
The influence of media characters on 
children’s food choices.
Journal of Health Communication, Vol. 17, 
No. 8, Pp886-898

Przyrembel, H (2012)
Health claims on foods for children. 
Foods targeted at children.
Monatsschrift Kinderheilkunde, Vol. 160, 
No. 11, Pp1074-+

Roberts, M; Pettigrew, S; et al (2012)
Compliance with children’s television 
food advertising regulations in 
Australia.
BMC Public Health, Vol. 12, Art. No. 846

COMPUTERS & INTERNET
Hinvest, N; Brosnan, M (2012)
Identifying vulnerability markers 
for pathological Internet use and 
pathological video game playing within 
an educational context.
Journal of Educatinal Computing, Vol. 46, 
No. 4, SI., Pp357-376

Kuss, DJ; Griffiths, MD (2012)
Online gaming addiction in children 
and adolescents: a review of empirical 
research.
Journal of Behavioral Addictions, Vol. 1, No. 
1, Pp3-22

Sublette, VA; Mullan, B (2012)
Consquences of play: A systematic 
review of the effects of online gaming.
Int Journal of Mental Health and Addiction, 
Vol. 10, No. 1, Pp3-23

Anderson, L; McCabe, DB (2012)
A co-constructed world: Adolescent self-
socialization on the Internet.
Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, Vol. 
31, No. 2, Pp240-253

Paul, S; Smith PK; Blumberg, HH (2012)
Investigating legal aspects of 
cyberbullying.
Psicothema, Vol. 24, No. 4, Pp640-645

King, DL; Delfabbro, PH; et al (2012)
Cognitive-behavioral approaches 
to outpatient treatment of Internet 
addiction in children and adolescents.
Journal of Clinical Psychology, Vol. 68, No. 
11, Pp1185-1195

King, Beth (2012)
How much is too much? Limit setting 
and sexual acting out in a digital era.
Journal of Clinical Psychology, Vol. 68, No. 
11, Pp1196-1204

Nehring, Daniel (2012)
Online child sexual abuse: Grooming, 
policing and child protection in a multi-
media world.
Sexualities, Vol. 15, No. 8, Pp1017-1018

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION
Casey, A; Layte, R; Lyons, S; et al (2012)
Home computer use and academic 
performance of nine-year-olds.
Oxford Review of Education, Vol. 38, No. 5, 
SI., Pp617-634

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Garrison, MM; Christakis, DA (2012)
The impact of a healthy media use 
intervention on sleep in preschool 
children.
Pediatrics, Vol. 130, No. 3, Pp492-499

Fuller-Tyszkiewicz, M;Skouteris, H; et al 
(2012)
The associations between TV viewing, 
food intake, and BMLA prospective 
analysis of data from the longitudinal 
study of Australian children.
Appetite, Vol. 59, No. 3, Pp945-948

Boulos, R; Vikre, EK; et al (2012)
ObesiTV: How television is influencing 
the obesity epidemic.
Psychology & Behavior, Vol. 107, No. 1, 
Pp146-153

Sigman, Aric (2012)
Time for a view on screen time.
Archives of Disease in Childhood, Vol. 97, 
No. 11, Pp935-942

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Bilimoria, PM; Hensch, TK, et al (2012)
A mouse model for too much TV?
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Vol. 16, No. 
11, Pp529-531

Bickford, Tyler (2012)
The new ‘tween’ music industry: The 
Disney Channel, Kidz Bop and an 
emerging childhood counterpublic.
Popular Music, Vol. 31, No. 3, Pp417-436

Wooldridge, MB; Shapka, J  (2012)
Playing with technology: Mother-
toddler interaction scores lower during 
play with electronic toys.
Journal of Applied Developmental 
Psychology, Vol. 33, No. 5, Pp211-218

Marsh, Jackie (2012)
Children as knowledge brokers of 
playground games and rhymes in the 
new media ages.
Childhood-A Global Journal of Childhood, 
Vol. 19, No. 4, Pp508-522

Faber, BA; Shafron, G; et al (2012)
Children, technology, problems and 
preferences.
Journal of Clinical Psychology, Vol. 68, No. 
11, Pp1225-1229

VIDEO & COMPUTER GAMES
Le Heuzey, MF; Mouren, MC (2012)
Videogame addiction: a danger for only 
at-risk children or for all children.
Bulletin de L Academie Nationale de 
Medecine, Vol. 196, No. 1, Pp15-23Baer, 

WS; Saran, K; Green, DA (2012)
Computer/gaming station use in youth: 
Correlations among use, addiction and 
functional impairment.
Paediatrics & Child Health, Vol. 17, No. 8, 
Pp427-431

Kneer, J; Glock, S; Heskes, S; et al (2012)
Are digital games perceived as fun or 
danger? Supporting and suppressing 
different game-related concepts.
Cyberpsychology Behavior and Social 
Networking, Vol. 15, No. 11, Pp604-609

Campaign for a Commercial Free 
Childhood’s 8th International Summit:

Consuming Kids: 
Reclaiming Childhood  

from Corporate Marketers
21-23 March 2013
Wheelock College

Boston, MA

http://commercialfreechildhood.org/
event/summit2013



Gun violence and the media
As part of a package of policy moves to deal 
with gun violence, US President Barack 
Obama has asked Congress to provide 
funding for research on violence in video 
games and possible connections to real-
world gun violence.
 

Obama asked Congress to allocate US$10 
million for a study by the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) to look at the 
relationship between video games, violence 
in the media, and gun violence. The CDC 
study is part of the White House’s effort 
to end a congressional freeze on research 
about gun violence. Since the mid-1990s, 
Congress has prohibited the CDC and 
other federal agencies from researching the 
causes of gun violence

 

http://www.macworld.com.au/news/
obama-calls-for-study-on-video-game-
violence-84668/

Meanwhile, Common Sense Media has 
released the results of a survey in which 
77% of US parents said childrens’ access 
to media violence -- TV shows, movies, 
video games -- contributes to a culture of 
violence in the U.S. That is more than the 
75% who said that childrens’ access to guns 
was a contributing factor. The study was 
conducted on January 4 and 5 2013 among 
1,050 parents of children under 18. 

http://www.commonsensemedia.org/
about-us/news/press-releases/national-
survey-reveals-parents-deep-concern-
about-protecting-kids-from

Working positively against 
cyberbullying
The care2.com website has the good news 
story of a teenager who is doing something 
positive to combat the wave of cyber-
bullying in US schools. Jeremiah Anthony 

created a Twitter feed to compliment 
classmates after reading a story about 
cyberbullies. He was inspired by a group of 
Canadian University students who started  
a  Facebook profile in which fellow 
classmates anonymously submit 
compliments about members of the campus 
community.

Jeremiah and two friends have sent over 
3,000 tweets praising their classmates, and 
sometimes teachers.

http:/ /www.care2.com/causes/the-
a n t i d o t e - t o - c y b e r b u l l y i n g - t e e n s -
sending-compliments-to-their-peers.
html#ixzz2IepbKWrJ

TV and obesity - what is the  
connection?
Dutch researchers have conducted a study 
of 4072 children aged 4–13 years in the  
city of Zwolle to determine to what ex-
tent the association between TV viewing,  
computer use and overweight is explained 
by other determinants of overweight, 
to find determinants of TV viewing and 
computer use in the home environment 
and to investigate competing activities. 

The study found that  the association be-
tween TV viewing and overweight is not 
explained by socio-demographic varia-
bles, drinking sugared drinks and eating 
snacks. The researchers decided that fac-
tors in the home environment influence 
children’s TV viewing and that parents 
have a central role They suggest there-
fore, that interventions to reduce screen 
time should support parents to make 
changes in the home, especially when 
their children are young.

http://www.nature.com/ijo/journal/v37/
n1/abs/ijo2011244a.html?WT.ec_id=IJO-
201301
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WORLD NEWS KIDS’ TV

A selection of children’s programs 
screened on TV during the period

ABC 1 (afternoons only)
Play School; This is Emily Yeung. Bert 
and Ernie’s Great Adventure; Zoo Mix; 
Bernard; The Latest Buzz; Aisling’s 
Summer Diary; Mama Mirabelle’s Home 
Movies; The Mr Men Show.
ABC 2
Sesame Street; Tinga Tinga Tales; 
Zigby; The Hive; Blanche; Octonauts; 
Mouk; Shaun the Sheep; Bananas in 
Pyjamas; Timmy Time; Mike the Knight; 
Gaspard and Lisa; Humf; Driver Dan’s 
Story Train.
ABC 3
Old Tom; Horrible Histories; Bugged; The 
Gees; The Twisted Whiskers Show; Star 
Wars; CJ the DJ; Prank Patrol; Dance 
Academy; Fleabag Monkeyface; Life with 
Boys; Bushwhacked!; Good Game SP.
SEVEN
Saturday Disney; Toybox; It’s Academic.
NINE
Magical Tales; Bubble Guppies; Dora.
TEN
Totally Wild; Scope; Wurrawhy.
NICKELODEON
Monsumo; The Fairly OddParents; 
SpongeBob SquarePants; iCarly; 
Victorious;  iSpy a Mean Teacher; Big 
Time Rush; Fanboy & Chum Chum; The 
Penguins of Madagascar; Awesomeness 
T.U.F.F. Puppy; Kung Fu Panda;   
NICK JNR
Go, Diego, Go!; Team Umizoomi; Max 
and Ruby; Drake & Josh; Dora.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Wizards of Waverly Place; A.N.T. Farm; 
Good Luck Charlie; Scaredy Squirrel; 
Jessie; Phineas and Ferb; Fish Hooks; 
Pair of Kings; So Random; Suckers; 
Code:9; Austin & Ally; Shake it Up.


